We are INNOVATIVE company with inherent ability to adapt and utilize new found TECHNOLOGY. SHOTCRETE!

OUR VISION
Through creativity and forward thinking, Shotcrete Structures continually endeavors to develop and improve upon current Shotcrete applications and our Shotcrete services in Shotcrete and Concrete structures construction by using and developing the most advanced and innovative Shotcrete technology in today’s market; therefore, setting new standards for superior Shotcrete / Concrete construction.

Our vision statement can be encapsulated in our corporate philosophy and motto of ‘build it better’. We seek to build magnificent concrete structures and landmarks through the use of Shotcrete technology and our Shotcrete services...therefore, bringing our clients a constructive advantage over conventional cast-in-place concrete methodologies. Our success is clearly measured by our history and superior work experience and we look forward to joining your team.

Featured Projects

The Los Angeles Museum of the Holocaust; recipient of the AIA Institute Honor Award - 2014 for Interior Architecture. Shotcrete Structures constructed all vertical concrete elements via Shotcrete, inherently contributing to the overall importance of the SUSTAINABILITY of this landmark concrete project.

Another recently completed significant SUSTAINABLE project is the City of Hope - Kaplan Pavillion. Here the use of SHOTCRETE helped to address all 3 primary elements of what defines the SUSTAINABILITY of a project...Social, Environmental and Economic impacts and aspects. The use of SHOTCRETE on this project helped to create a socially desirable place for people to meet and reflect, providing a common place for the community at the City of Hope to enjoy; created a minimal environmental impact and provided a economic benefit through savings in construction methodology. The end result was a beautiful and landmark project for the community at the City of Hope.